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DECREE OF MAY 25 2016

FRENCH LEGISLATION ABOUT DOCTORAL STUDIES

ADMISSION
EXCELLENCE CRIERIA

via the platefrom ADUM
https://www.adum.fr/

DURATION of the PhD
3 YEARS
for full-time PhD Research tracks
(Public or Private Doctoral contracts)

UP TO 6 YEARS
for other PhD tracks

REGISTRATION
EACH ACADEMIC YEAR
FROM JUNE TO SEPTEMBER

via the plateforme ADUM
https://www.adum.fr/

conditionnal on approval
PhD Monitoring committee
PhD Supervisor
Research Unit
Doctoral School

TRAINING
AT LEAST 90 HOURS
must be completed before the PhD Defense
including both
Compulsory trainings
and
Elective trainings

www.adum.fr/UCA/ formations
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DOCTORAL TRAINING
AT LEAST 90H
allocated as follows

30 hours
ACADEMIC TRAINING

- Seminars, workshops and conferences offered by research units
- International PhD training programme
- Interdisciplinary and Disciplinary training offered by Graduate and Post-graduate Schools
- Ethics and Integrity Scientific (compulsory)

30 hours
ELECTIVE TRAINING
Academic or Professional

30 hours
PEDAGOGICAL TRAINING
(compulsory for PhD Student with Teaching Mission)

30 hours
PROFESSIONAL TRAINING

- Mastering tools in Communication, languages, search engines, ...
- Preparing to academic and non academic carriers
- Library training on the archivage of the PhD Manuscript (compulsory)
- Master class in Open Science (compulsory for PhD students with UCA contracts)
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INDIVIDUAL TRAINING MAP

Post Graduate School DESPEG, Individual PhD training Map, at least 90 hours

Year 1

30 hours of pedagogical training
Compulsory for DCME PhD Students

30 hours of elective
ACA training
Must include
Ethics and Scientific Integrity (compulsory)

or

30 hours of elective
PRO training
Must include
Library training on the Archivage of PhD manuscript (compulsory)

Year 2

30 hours of elective
ACA or PRO training
for all PhD Students except DCME PhD Students

Year 3

3O = Professional and Technical
ACA = Academic and Disciplinary
DCME: PhD Student with a dedicated Teaching Mission
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